Description
Narration
Title image – Developing authority
When you write the review of literature it’s important to remember that YOU are the writer and you are framing the discussion. This is what we call the writer’s authority or voice
Text on screen:
Finding your voice: Why is writing a lit review like hosting a dinner party?
Image of people seated at a dinner party.  
Kamler and Thomson use the metaphor of the dinner party. You’re the host. The dinner is in your home. Your guests are coming and you’re familiar with their thinking on a range of issues. You’re quite close to some of them but a few guests are new acquaintances and you want to know more about them. 
You’ve planned the menu and cooked the food. You’re looking forward to initiating lively discussion around the dinner table. It’s your night.

Text on screen:
From humble student to expert
	Read works of others.

Notice their language
Try to understand what they are saying
Write in their language
Let your thinking develop
Then believe in your ideas and experience
Write from your experience based on ideas of others
Associate Professor Pia Ednie-Brown tells how she developed her voice from that of humble student to expert researcher and writer. 

Text on screen
Building your voice
Kho:
Start…
Limited understanding leads to  limited voice leads to  quoting
Then…
Understanding develops leads to express opinions leads to your own voice
Swinbourne:
Confidence leads to your own words leads to more convincing
Listen to Takseng Kho reflect on his developmental process to become a successful candidate. His former supervisor, Professor Doug Swinbourne, then suggests an essential ingredient for the ‘successful’ voice of authority.

Text on screen
Summary
	Regularly write abstracts of your work

Summarise chapters in paragraphs
Write them often, in different ways
You’ll find the ‘right tone’ for your work.
Now click on the movie below. Associate Professor Laurene Vaughan has advice about an effective way to build your doctoral voice [click 1]. We recommend this technique for writing groups 


